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ABSTRACT
It is proposed that perturbation theories and computer 
simulation be collectively applied to the study of static and 
dynamic properties of liquids and dense fluids composed of 
highly nonspherical and/or polar molecules. Perturbation the­
ories rooted in classical statistical mechanics have, in recent 
years, proven successful in predicting the equilibrium proper­
ties of atomic fluids and molecular fluids composed of weakly 
anisotropic molecules. We propose to develop and test analo­
gous theories for the thermodynamic and transport properties 
of fluids containing Highly anisotropic molecules. New theories 
for equilibrium properties will be based on a first order ex­
pansion of the angular pair correlation function gCruioj^) , or, 
equivalently, the function y(rwiW2). Expansions about spheri­
cal and nonspherical reference fluids will be explored for 
static properties. A major strength of the proposed work is 
the concurrent use of computer simulation to guide and evaluate 
development of the theories. The investigation includes 
two different temperatures; T*=1.294 and T *=1.277, with 
two quadrupolemoments of Q*=l and Q*=0.5, respectively. The 




Recently there have been several extensions to the 
polar system of the theoretical techniques that proved use­
ful in predicting the thermodynamics of simpler fluids. 
Computational work (1-4) has allowed the evaluation of these 
theories for uncomplicated models consisting of dipoles em­
bedded in otherwise spherical molecules.
The most surprising success among the theories was a . 
special version of the thermodynamic perturbation theory (.5) , 
the so-called Fade approximation due to Stell, Rasaiah and 
others (6- 8). Especially in the last decade there has been 
great enthusiasm among the laboratory experimentalists, 
statistical mechanical theorists and those who simulate fluids 
on the computer because of new developments in the study of the
liquid and dense fluid states of matter with the equilibrium 
properties of "simple" fluids composed of atoms (Ar, Kr) or 
nearly spherical (CH^, O2) molecules.
The most important of these developments was the the­
oretical development of the perturbation concept which occurred 
in equilibrium statistical mechanics. This theory is based on 
the idea that fluids are related to each other and they differ 
by small amounts of their properties.
1
2So if we know the properties of a simple fluid, then we 
can predict the properties of new fluids by treating the dif­
ferences as perturbed parts. Now this perturbed part has to 
be calculated successfully. And this "reference" substance 
can be compared with the results obtained from simulation 
methods embodied in Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics (.9-10) 
which are available to us.
Figure 1 shows the importance of simulation in provid­
ing data for model fluids. Thus, the accuracy 
of our predictions can be found out by comparing theoretical 
predictions with simulation results, and by comparing the 
simulation results with laboratory measurements we can learn 
about the accuracy of models with real fluids of interest.
The test would be on static properties of the class of 
model fluids composed of highly nonspherical and/or strongly 
polar molecules. The reasons can be explained from several 
viewpoints. From the theoretical point of view, there are 
presently very few satisfactory theories for predicting the 
static properties of such fluids. Not very much work has 
been done on developing perturbation expansions about non­
spherical reference fluids which would be applicable to 
highly anisotropic molecules. There have been a number of 
thermodynamic perturbation theories developed in the last 
decade, but most of them are expansions of the Helmholtz free 
energy or the property of interest directly. But our approach 
to the equilibrium properties of molecular fluids will be via
3second order perturbation theory for the angular pair cor­
relation function g C r ^ a / / W 2). Since the expansion of 
g(ri2fWi,w2) is equivalent to the free energy expansion (11) 
and g(ri2'Wi,W2) can be obtained by computer simulation via 
a spherical harmonic expansion in the molecular orientations 
u)i and 0)2 (11,13), other equilibrium properties may be ob­
tained from standard formulas in statistical mechanics (14) 
The success of perturbation theories developed to date has 
been limited to atomic fluids or to those containing weakly 
anisotropic molecules for which a spherical reference fluid 
can be used.
Figure 1: STRATEGY FOR STUDY OF LIQUIDS AND MIXTURES
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Although the perturbation expansion of the angular pair
correlation function g(ri2,ui/W2) provides an alternate route
to macroscopic thermodynamic properties (e.g., free energy,
pressure, internal energy) of polar fluids having moderately
strong multipolar strengths, expansion of g ( r ^ g ^ ,«2) has
received much, less attention than the free energy expansion.
Among those theories perhaps one of the best is the 
Fade extension to third order of the Pople expansion of the
free energy due to Stell et al. (14,15); the idea here also 
is to find the perturbed part of the fluid of interest from 
the reference system.
vCx^fXj) - VoCrl + %K%Kw(Xi,Xj); (2-1)
where V (xj^fXj^ the orientational part of the pair potential
for two molecules and v (r) is spherically symmetric reference
0
system), are related to the dipole moment y, the .quadrupole
moment a, and the octupole moment $ ..........    From
recent evidence of computer simulation, the Pade expansion 
for the free energy in a quadrupole fluid up to moderate values 
of the quadrupole moment Q(ea^) of 0 (1)) (16) is promising.
The Pade expansion for dipoles contains the correct low and 
high dipolar strength limits and Pade must be (almost)
4
5correctly interpolating at moderate dipolar strengths, but 
the Pade' theory breaks down at high anisotropy in aniso­
tropic overlap fluids (17,18),
One of the early expansions of gCr,^^,wi) was done 
by Gubbins and Gray. They wrote the first order expansion 
which is valid for a Pople reference and multipolar aniso­
tropies (19) .
g(ri2fWj,w2) = g^ tr) (1-EXP (Bu^(r, £1)1 ,td2) ) ) (2-2)
where g = 1/KT, u^ the reference fluid radial distribution 
function,. This equation also breaks down for moderately 
strong anisotropies in that nonphysical, negative values of 
g (ri2/£Dj , (1)2) are obtained for certain pair orientations, 
Perram and White also gave a first order theory of 
gCrj2/wi ,0)2) by using a reference potential of the log-exp 
mean type on u^. They only tested the theory for the center 
pair correlation function g^(r) (.20). Henderson and Gray 
assumed the potential to consist of two parts: u^+u^, where 
u^ was quadrupole-quadrupole interaction and u^ was a refer­
ence potential and then they suggested a perturbation theory 
involving an expansion of the direct correlation function 
C(r,ti)j ,0)2) (22) in the form of = Ci + C 2 + C 3 + .....
where C includes all terms in of order (u )^\ n a a
They considered two possible closures of the Ornstein- 
Zernicke equation
Ca = -9o"a +
where
ta mean field and a generalized mean field approximation) to 
obtain (.r, oji, W2). from C(r,wi,w2). Anderson, Weeks and 
Chandler proposed the "blip function theory" for the calcu­
lation of radial distribution function and thermodynamic 
properties of dense fluids. It is written in a form which 
yields explicit expressions for both the angular and radial 
correlation of dense fluids of linear molecules (.21) ,
Steel and Sandler compared this approximation with a 
variety of correlation functions obtained by numerically 
solving the extended Perçus-Yevick equation for non-spherical 
molecules. They found that agreement is generally good at 
high densities, but becomes worse at lower densities because 
of the omission of the effects of attractive interactions in 
the blip function theory. Also they extended the blip func­
tion formula to g^(r). In addition, Gubbin et al. C25) and 
Sung Chandler (26) applied Schofield's temperature expansion 
for g(r) (.27) to the first order and made approximations for 
higher order correlation functions. Although these theories 
are largely successful forpredicting g^(r) for moderately 
y  . strong anisotropy, they are, for the most part, first order
theories. Hence, they would not be expected to work for 
strongly anisotropic fluids. More importantly, knowledge of 




If we look at OZ equation
h(.ri2r“i/W2) = c(ri2,wi,w2) + p/dr3<c(r],wi,w3)hCr32,w3,w2)>w
.. . (3-1)
we record the analysis of (3-1) in spherical harmonics. We 
restrict considerations to linear molecules so that w=(0f*) 
denotes the orientation of the symmetry axis. Consider any 
function F (r,031/0)2 ) that is invariant under simultaneous ro­
tation of r/wi and 0)2 « We first Fourier transform the space 
variable according to
FCx/wi/Wg,) = /dr exp(ÎKr)f(r wi 0)2 ) C3-2)
then the rotational invariance implies that F(r,031/0)2 ) and
F(K/03ifO)2) can be expanded in spherical harmonics
E
F (r/ 0) 1 / 0)2). “ 111%^ F (liI21 /3t) Yl 11 2 1 (.03 1 /0320)j.) (3—3)
E
F (k/ 031 / 032 ) — 1112 i F (1112 1 / k) TI 1 I2I ( 03 1 / 03 2 / 03j^) (.3~4)
where r and k are the magnitudes of r and ïc and 03^ . de­
notes the orientation of r and k here
j, mi m 2 _ *
Ÿlil2l(ü3 1 03203) = mim2m C(lil2l/mim2m) (o3i) (o32)Yj (<*»)
(3-5)
where Y^ (0 / (|) ) are spherical harmonics and given by
„ 21+1 . 
= (-11"  (-R-; (3-6)
and the Legendre polynomial p^(x) is
P?(xl = - A - d - x ^ l " / '





A  (1 is the normal angular moment and m  is the azimuthal angular
moment), and C(lil2l l,mi,m2,m) is Clebsch Gordon coefficient. 
The properties of C(Iil2l/mim2/m) are as follows:
ZC(lil2l/ini,m-mi,m)C(lil2l',mi,m'-mî,m')=ô i6 I (3-8)2^  lu 2 Id 2 iiuu




and where S , is Kronocker delta function and is nk
,1 n=k 
®nk '0 nf^ k
(3-10)
(3-11)
9Also here Ijflal must satisfy the triangle relation A(lil2l). 
which we can write as
111- I2I < 1 1 CI1+I2) (3-12)
Figure 4 shows the 1 and m. Further, parity considerations 
for linear molecules shows that FClj,l2,r) = 0 unless I1+I2+I 
is even. Ij and I2 must be drawn from the same set of values, 
as the symmetry of these functions under interchange of iden­
tical molecules implies
I1+I2
Fdil2l,r) = (-1) F(l2/li/l/r) C3-13)
CHAPTER IV
SPHERICAL HARMONIC EXPANSION OF THE ANGULAR 
PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION
For fluid composed of axially symmetric molecules the 
angular pair correlation function g(r,wi,w2) can be expanded 
in terms of product of spherical harmonics of molecular orien­
tation. Rotational invariance of g Cr,031,102). implies that it 
depends on only (r,0)1/032) where 03^  = denotes the orien­
tation of i^^ molecule with respect to the intermolecular axis.
In this coordinate system, the harmonic series of g is
y y ^2
g  Cr,031 ,0)2) =  4it^^ (l i l 2m i r )  Cü3Î) ( 0)2 ) C4— 1)
(m = -m). Only m^ and m^ in any terms since the rotational in­
variance also implies that the <J>^ can appear only as 4^ - * 2* 
Putting the Polar axis in (3-3)in the direction of r so that 
0 3 =  03^ and subsequently comparing to (4-1) we find
~ 4n (2 ^ ^ ^  C (I1I2I,mimi0) g (lil2mi,r) (4-2)
so the desired harmonics in the space fixed axis can be eval­
uated from knowledge of the body fixed axis g(lil2mi,r). Con­
versely, the g(lil2 M,r) may be found from the g(lil2l,r) by




For homonuclear diatomic (0^,N^)li and I2 are both even. 
The validity of equations(4-3) and (4-2) can be proven by using
equation (.4-1) and substituting (4-2) . In (4-3) , we get
g(lil2H>ir)= ’'cdilal.miSio) (5% ^ )  ** S) •
(g(lil2mr)l =^Z^C(l;il2lfmimio)C(lil2l/m m o)
gClil2inr)= S g C l i l g m r ) ( I1I2 miitiio) *
C(.ljl2lfni m o)
= E^gClilzm r)6^ ^  (.4-4)
With the help of orthogonality condition of spherical 
harmonic functions, equation (.4-1). can be inverted to
g(lll2inr)= 4ir/du3idaj2^^ (w2) 9 w % 012) (4—5)
This integral can be evaluated by Monte Carlo techniques by
mi* j m^*
taking an average of Y, ((Oi)Y, (w,) over the shell between
ii I2
r and r+Ar in particular
mi ini
g d i  l2mir) =4irg^^^ (r) <Y^^ (wi)Y^^(w2)>
where g   is the center pair correlation function g and000 ~^ c
< ....... > represents an ensemble average over a spherical
shell of radius r and thickness Ar. Several workers have 
used this approach in evaluating g(r,wi,W2) in order to 
study local structure in fluids composed of linear molecules 
(6,7,32,33).
12
Typically, about thirty g (l^lzm.r) coefficients are 
evaluated and used to approximate the infinite series of 
equation C4-1), Convergence of the series appears to be 
satisfactory for this number of terms.
Figure 2 shows the g(.lil2m,r) coefficient obtained 
from a molecular dynamics simulation of a Lennard-Jones 
plus quadrupole fluid. Figure 3 shows a three dimensional 
surface of the g(r,a)2,W2) function obtained by recombining 
the expansion of equation C4-1). with the molecular dynamics 
determined g(l2l2in r). In particular, Figure 3 demonstrates 
that the quadrupolar anisotropy forces molecular pairs into 
the "tee" orientation rather than parallel or related orien­








Figure 2 ; The g^^ ^ coefficients in the Spherical Harmonie
2
Expansion for the Angular Pair Correlation Function for 
a Lennard-Jones plus Quadrupole Fluid. KTe ^ = 1.277, 
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Figure 3 : Effect of the Quadrupole Moment on a Subspace of the Angular
Pair Correlation 
<(i undefined [7].




Our basic approach is derived from the functional deri­
vation fomialism of Perçus (126) and Lebowitz (124,125) for 
inhomogeneous systems. In this approach, the inhomogeneity 
arises due to the "turning on" of an external potential U(r). 
With proper selection of the generating function, the Percus- 
Yevick (PY), Hypernetted Chain (h n C) and Yvon-Born-Green (YGB) 
internal equations were shown to be first order functional 
Taylor expansions in terms of the singlet density n^. We first 
introduce the definitions of the important quantities. The 
partition function of the inhomogeneous system in a grand 
canonical ensemble is
E (.u)=S^Q(.Nli)“^Z^/d{n}exp{-ey C{n})-gz^uCi). } (5-1)
the singlet density (1/u) is
ni^u^ -n>l In-1 )~-^^^n-1}exp{ - C{n}) -61j^u(i) } (5-2)
Here {n} is the set of molecular configurations, {1,2,3,4,.... 
....N}f each number i represents the position r o f  the center 
of mass (com) and orientation (Euler angles)
of the i^^ molecule, 3 is reciprocal temperature
-1(KT) , K is the Boltzmann, constant, Z being the activity
13
14
exp li the chemical potential, X the deBroglie thermal




where u is the full pair potential, which is separated into a 
reference potential and a perturbation term u^
u(12) = u^(12) + Up(12) (5-4)
where (12) = (rjgf ,0)2) •
We will talk about the potential in a separate section. 
To derive the perturbation equation in general, we adopt the 
generating functional of the PY type, i.e., m (— )exp(gu(l)).
We note that from functional calculus, on 5 we have the follow­
ing relations
• 7 Ü | % È ï ï ü T =  (e=P (6uU)))ni(i) (5-5)
H (u)
a e x p  - B U ( 1 ) 3  e x p  ( s u d )  ) e x p ( B u ( 2 )  ) • ( 5 - 6 )
(u)
9exp - 3u(l) 3exp(-3u(2) ) aexp(-gu(3) ) gu(l)expgu(2).
expBuO) {],3 ( i^)- n2 ( ^ ) - n 1 (§)- nz (^) n 1 (i) 
-n2(^)ni(|)+2ni(i)ni(§)ni(|)] (5-7)
15
Consider m e x p  (Bu) as a functional of exp(-Bu) where m  is the 
singlet density and expand to the second order in a functional 
Taylor series.
&-Gu(3)_g-Bu°(3^+ I;d3d4 e**°(l)'
111 (^) n 1 (^) ni (^)-H2 (§5) ni (^ )] '
[e-9*(3)_e-9*°(3^ [e"P^(4) _^-Bu°(4) ^ (g.g)
This can be reduced to
gO ( 2.3 2 )
Y(12)=Y°(12) {l+p/d3 [-^3-(i2T  ~ 9°(32)[e"Gu(32) _i] (5-9)
9?(1342) ^ g%(132)g°(42)
+ (-i) p2/d3d4 [ gO(i2) 93(342) - gO(i2)
- 2gO(32)gO(42W b-G*(32) _ 1 ]
where we have introduced the Y-distribution function Y(12) 
g(12)expBu(12). The superscript o represents the reference 
potential u^.
To make efficient numerical calculation, the higher 
order correlation functions gg, g^ must be approximated by 






Jackson and Feenber9 (131) 9ave a '’convolution approximation"
93°)(123) = 1 + h(12) + h(12)h(23) +p/d4h(14)h(24)h(34)
+ h(23) + h(23)h(31) + h(31) + h(3)h(12) (5-11)
For convenience, we develop the perturbation equation with 
Kirkwood approximation and to the first order terms only.
A similar procedure can be used for the convolution 
approximation and to the second order terms, substitutin9 
the y (123)=Y(12)Y(23)Y.(13) into
Y(12) = Y°(12){1 + p/d3 ................ 15-12)
By keeping only the first order perturbation, we have
Y(12) = Y°(12){ 1 + pO-l/d3h(13)9°(32)f(32) (5-13)
where f(32) = exp(-gUp(32))-l. (5-14)
R is the angle normalization constant, e.g., o=8n2 for the
complete Euler angles of linear molecules.
Figure 5 depicts the geometric arrangement of molecules 
1, 2, and 3 for a fluid. We have translational invariance; 
the change of origin to r g i v e s  Figure 5.2.
17
Figure 5.1 
Equation (5-13) now can be written
Figure 5.2
Y (R124W2)-Y^ (R12W 1W2) {1+P/dRi 3<hCRigwiwg)g^(R32W 3CÜ2) 
A
f (Rl 3 W3 W2>4)3 } (5-15)
where <....... > is the angle average over W3. To evaluate this




^  Ey(lil2l n2Rj^ 2)C ( 1112^ mj^m2ni)
il El Hi 




h(Rj3 1 W 3 ) -  Z Z Z Ey(lil3l,nin3Ri3)C(lil3l,mim3m)
11 nil ^1 
I 3 m 3 113
1 m
°i,nî'“ >>°m3n3<“ 3)ïî*(ni3) (5-17)
(R2 ^ (^2 3^2*^ 3 ) ~ (1 ' 1 ' 1 ' / n 'n'R )
Ij m 3 II3  ^  ^ 3 2 32
I2 ^ 2 1^ 2
m
I3’ I2
C d ^ l ^ l ' , m ^ m > ' ) D  , ,*((^3)D^. , ((02)YT (0 3 %) (5-18)
111 3113 “2 2
Here E are the coefficients of expansion, C(lil2lmim2m) the 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, D the rotational matrices (see 
Rose, M. E. "Elementary Theory of Angular Momentum", John 
Wiley, N.Y., 1957) and the spherical harmonic function.
CHAPTER VI
PROPERTIES OF SPHERICAL HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS
Spherical harmonic coefficients g(lil2lr) not only give 
structural information via equation (4-1) but also are related 
to numerous equilibrium fluid properties via standard formulae 
in statistical mechanics (8). Thus, we derive the configura­
tional internal energy in terms of the g(lil2l,r) coefficients 
(17).
A number of these results are summarized in Table 1.
In general, the relation in Table 1 involves infinite sums 
over the indices. However, in the special case of fluids 
which interact with a Lennard-Jones plus a multipotential, 
the relations reduce to sum over finite number of terms. For 
example. Table 2 gives the thermodynamic properties which are 
the specific equations for the properties of Table 1 for the 
Lennard-Jones plus quadrupole fluids.
In Table 2 the term represents one dimensional
integral over the coefficients g(lil%l,r).
jlll^m ^ dr r-(*"2)g(lil2m,r) (6-1)
The results in Table 2 have been tested by computer simulation 
and found to give highly satisfactory agreement (7,17).
19
TAUI.l? 1
Examples of Expressions for Equilibrium Properties in Terms of 
Coefficients u^ ^ ^(r) and ^ ^(r) for Spherical Harmonic Expansions 
of the Intermolecular Potential^ufrw^Wg) and Angular Pair Correlation 
Function gCrw^Wg)
Configurational Internal Energy
= i P I / dr u. . (r) g„ „ (r)
Pressure
1  1 d U f
P(plcT) - 1 - p (6kT) ^ I / dr r —
Isothermal Compressibility
X = (pkT) + (IcT) / d^ “ 1)
Mean Squared Torque
= -pH I / dr Ej. . (r) , (r)
Kirkwood Angular Correlation Parameters
I (-1)* / dr gLj„j(r) 
m
Gq » G^, G^ are related to the isothermal compressibility, dielectric 
constant, and Kerr constant, respectively.
TABLK 2
lîxainplos of Expressions for Equilibrium Properties of a Lennard-Jones 
plus Quadrupole Elu id in Terms of the J ^ Integrals of Equation (4)
Configurational Internal Energy
“qq ■ ¥  + y J;:'" + i
* 3 * 5-i




Kirkwood Angular Correlation Functions




Recently a new approach to the potential model has been 
developed. The potentials consist of two parts: u=u^+u^.
The reference system is one in which the molecules interact 
with an isotropic pair potential u^(Ri2) defined by
UofRlz) = <u(Ri2WiWi)>^^^^ (7-1)
where u(Ri2fWi,w2) is the pair potential for the actual system. 
This pair potential is U(R w w ) = U(R ,0 ,0 ,(j) )I 2 X Z X Z 1 Z 1 ^
and the one which has been chosen for study here
u(Rl2 f 6 1 / 6 / <1> 1 2) “  ^^ - (p^)] + u (7-2)«12 ^12 «
with the angle dependent part of the potential defined so 
that<u >= 0; thus for equation (7-1), u is the Lennard-Q.W - UJ ^ O
Jones (12,6) potential. In general, there are several 
choices for u^ available. The choice depends on the system 
being investigated. These several parts are;
(1) Dipole-dipole part
Upp(12) = - Jil[2CiC2 - S 1S2C 12] (7-3)
R12
20
DQ'—  - '2 -  C2(3Cf-l) -2(C2- Cl)
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(2) Dipole-quadrupole part 
Upg(12) = (| e ^ )  [c,(3Ci-D 
S 1S2C 12 1:
(3) Quadrupole-quadrupole interaction 
"QQ(12) = <1 - SC!- SC5- 15C?- Cl *
2(SiS2C^2 - 4CiC2)2]
(4) Anisotropic overlap interaction




In these equations, Sj= ^in 0^, 0^= Cos 6/ Ci2= Cos (<Pi~<p2^  
so Ci2~ Cos (pi2> u and Q are dipole and quadrupole moments, 
respectively, and 6 is a dimensionless overlap constant 
(-0. 25<s<0. 5) ,0 ^ ,6^ , (j)i2 are the usual orientation angles, 
referred to the line between molecular centers as polar axis. 
Figure 7.1 shows the orientation angles in the body fixed co­
ordinate.





0 , .  4»
♦l2 - <>1- 't,
Figure 7.2
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In our study, the perturbing potential part is the 
(quadrupole-quadrupole) interaction in the body fixed co­
ordinate. We can expand this potential as
Uq q (12) = (2+m)^22m y^Ccoi ) Y?* (uja) (7-7)
where
_22-2_ _222_1 . 6 q 2 _ 1 q 2
^ ^ -6 5 R S - - 5 R ?
x22-l=x221= I  x220 '
X^^°=| ÿ  (7-8)
And in the space fixed coordinate, we can expand
2 2 2 IlL m2
u (12)= Z 2 Z f (221,R)C(221.,.mim2ra) Y2 (ü)i)Y2 (u^)'
1 mi=-2 m2=-2
ï^(fl) (7-9)
where I1+I2+I = even and 1 has the value of 0, 2, 4. 
f(2,2,l,R) = m j  -2 2 l,mimi,o)4ir x^2"'(-l)
(7-10)
Figure 7.2 shows tui = (0^ ,<|n) and W2 = (@i,*i2).
Figure 7.3 shows the effect of the quadrupole moment 
on a subspace of angular pair correlation function.
A
ÏT, (T
Figure 7.1 Surface of intermolecular pair potential 
u(rj^2®i®2'^^ for linear molecule modeled by Lennard-Jones
plus quadrupole interaction 
r/2 and <j) is undefined.




As we mentioned before, we can write
ÿOYl&r = 1 + pn"^/d3h(13)g°(32)f(32) (8-1)
or
= 1 + pmi3t!i3<l'g°f>^R!3 (6-2)
Now we can expand; in the space fixed spherical harmonic
~ ^  J. ^  Ey (I1I2I ni ,n2 /Rl 2) C (^1 ^ 2^/ mim2m)
11 mi ni
1 2 m 2 ÏÎ2 = *2 = 0
T  in
in* m* m
(wi)Y_ ((J2)Y_ («12) (8-3)
ll I2 .1
Expanding h (total correlation function)
h = Z E E E, (5,iJl3 ,^ ,n^ ,ng ,Ri3)C(2. i^ -3 -^,mim3m) • 
ll mi ni
I3 m 3 na *1 = ^3 = 0
1 m
m* m* m 
YlMwi)Yi^(to3)Yi(ni3) (8-4)
Also, we expand f in the space fixed spherical harmonic
25
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f = f03 /JI2 R32)C(I3l2lfni3in2in ) •
1 m n 
3 3 3
1 ' m' n'
2 2 2
1 ' m'
m 3* m2* m'
Y (W3)Y (iü2)Y (032) (8-5)
I3 I2 1
Furthermore, we can write
m* m ’ m| .
0 (1312! m 3m 2m ) Y. (w% ) (^jg^ ( (0)g (8—6)
1 2 1
The terms are non zero only when 13=13, m 3= m 3 and since
2 m| m 3* 2 m* mg m^
3
h . A m '  *8-7)4ir " 3"3 *"3‘”3
Y^*(0,<|.) = (-1)^^(0,(|.) 
Substituting in
^  = 1 + ^^/dRi3dOi3Ri3E^^Z^^E^^E^(lil3l Rj3)C(IjI3I,mim3m)
I 3 I 3 m 2 









In the space fixed coordinate, the three molecules 
1, 2, 3 can be shown as in Figure 9.1 with the polar co­
ordinate of Ri,Rp,R3 and '
Figure 9.1
or we can simply fix our coordinates such that the origin is 
on molecule 1 and one axis passes through molecule 2. So 




Since molecule 1 is always on the origin, new coordi­
nate would be (RiSfOig) and also (R12/ ^^ 12)» Furthermore,
(Rj2/ Rl3) remains constant and « 12  ^ Rz3  ^ ^2 3 would be the
only variable factors. In other words, we have to calculate 
R23, ^ 23 by knowing ^12 .^nd the constants. Let us call 2 =
(02,<j>2) and ^2 3 = . Let us represent R23, R% 3, R 12 by
vector components so
R23 = (Vi,V2,V3)
R13 = (Wi,W2,Ws) (9-1)
R i2 = (Ui,U2,U3)
(Wi-Ui) = (Vi)
R23 = (W2-U2 ) = (V2 ) (9-2)
(W3-U 3) = (V3)
but from the geometry we have 
Wj = Rl 3S in 013 Cos (f)i3
W 2 = R% 3 Sin 8 13 Sin (f>i3 (9-3)
w 3 — Rl3 Cos 813
also, by similarity, one can write
Ui = Ri2 Sin 012 Cos ^ 12
U2 = Ri2 Sin 012 Sin (|) 12
U3 = R.i 2 Cos 012 (9-4)
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and
Vi = R2 3Sin 02 3 Cos 4)2 3 
V 2 = R23Sin 02 3 Sin <j)2 3
V 3 = R23 Cos 02 3 (9—5)
From this last set of equations we can have
Wi”Uj W 3—U 3 Rj 3 Cos 0 j 3—Rj 2 Cos 9 j 2
^2 3 Sin 02 3 4*2 3 Cos 02 3 Cos 0£3
W 3-U3
Cos 023 = (9-6)
and
R23 = (Wi-Ui)2 + (W2-U2)^ + (W3-U3)^ (9-7)
Wj-Ui W2*"U2
= R23 Sin- éTs '"-")
RjS = wf + w| + w|
cos 0 1 3 = ^
(wf + w| ) ^
Sin 013 = — R— -
Wi
Cos *13 = — ---- 2 a. (9-9)
(Wi + Wg)^
Wi
. Sin 013 Cos 01 3 — p— “
W 2




so Sin 013 Sin 0% 3 =
but R 32 = (Wi~Ui)2 + (W2-U2)^ + (W3-U3)2 (9-10)
and also
U 3 .
Cos 0^2 = ^  (9-11)
(uf+ul)^
Sin 0 1 2 = - ^ ^  (9-12)
Ui
Cos (J>12 = — — - L (9-13)
(U1+U2)
U 2
Sin (j>i2 = “ 2— 2 ^h (9-14)
(U1+U2 )
U2
Sin 012 Cos 012— _ (9—15)
«■12
U2
Sin 012 Sin <|)i2 = (9-16)
For ^2 3
W 3-U 3
Cos 023 = (9-17)
[(wi“Ui) 2+(W2-U2)2]^
Sin 023 = -----------  (9-18)
Wi—Ui
Cos *23 = — ;---- :---------r,, (9-19)
[(w^-Ui) (W2- U 2 )
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Sin (|)2 3 =
W 2-U2
[ (Wj-Ui ) (W2-U2) ^
(9-20)
And finally.
Sin 02 3 Cos ({>2 3 =









First we had to find F = exp(-gu)-l, so called Mayer 
function. The spherical harmonic expansion of F in the space 
fixed coordinate is
ini m 2 *
F ( r / W i W 2 ) ~  2 E E i ( 1 11 2 I / r ) C ( 1 11 2 I / i n i i n 2 n i ) Y .  ( w i ) Y .  ( w 2 ) Y T  ( î î )  
ll mi ^ il X2 X
where E^(lil2l/r) are the expansion coefficients and by ortho­
gonality condition of C(Iil2l/mim2m) which has been mentioned 
before, and also because of the orthogonality of spherical 
harmonics function
/dwiY^(wi) Y^,*(uJi) = 6  6 , (10-2)
^ 11 m m
we can write
= j-’aei/*a92/’de3/2*a+i/2ja^2/2”d*3P(r,(«i,«.z) • 
mi m*
C(lil2l,mim2m)Yi (wi)Y.'(w2)YT(n) (10-3)Xi X2 X




Since this multidimensional integral cannot be evaluated 
by analytical means, numerical integration processes must be 
used. The methods generally employed are based on the product 
of Simpson's rule or the product of Gaussian formulae. While 
these formulae can be applied to give the value of a multiple 
integral correct to any accuracy, they are not the most econo­
mical formulae in the sense that a large number of integrand 
function evaluations is needed. Since these evaluations are 
the most time-consuming part of these computations, economy 
is an important factor. Integration formulae which are exact 
for multinomials over the entire region of integration are 
necessarily more economical than the product formulae and can 
be applied to the same accuracy by subdividing the integration 
region.
The construction of a satisfactory multidimensional non­
product formula for a given hyper-region is a matter of some 
difficulty and is in fact a problem in the theory of algebraic 
equations.
The required formula must have positive weights assoc­
iated with it in order to avoid loss of accuracy by cancella­
tion and all the integration points must lie entirely within 
the integration region. Watts has given a general third degree for­
mula valid for the hypercube of side 2 and centered on the
origin. Let denote the point ........
of the n-dimensional Euclidean space, o^, for k=l, 2,  2n
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and
^2S-1 (2/3)^ Cos (2S-1) ^
*2^^= (2/3)% Sin (2S-1) ~  (10-4)
where S = 1,2,....... n/2 , and when n is odd = (-l)^//3.
If be the hypercube of side 2 and the center at the origin 
an integral over may be evaluated by the formula.
The weight for each point is l/2n. We also used shift­
ing methods to get a more accurate answer. This method could 
cut the computer time, except that in this 6-fold inte­
gral f = exp(-3u)-l, where u itself must be expanded in the 
space fixed coordinate and again is 6-fold integral.
With shifting twice within 6 dimensions, we had to cal­
culate one point (n+2)*(n+2) which is 64 summations and 
still the accuracy was poor. So what we decided was as fol­
lows. We calculated these coefficients of expansion in the 
body fixed, then transferred them to the space fixed coordi­
nate by transformation formula (4-^. The spherical harmonic 
expansion of the Mayer function in the body fixed coordinate 
is
mi mi
F (ri2 ftDi ,0)2) = 4irS EU(lil2miri2)Y. (wi)Y. (w^) (10-5)
^ -^1 •‘•2
l2
The g(lil2m,rj2) are the expansion coefficients to be 
determined. For molecules with a plane of symmetry perpen­
dicular to the molecular axis, t h e l 2miri2) are zero unless
36
both Ij and I2 are even (homonuclear diatomics e.g.). For 
heteronuclear diatomics E^djljrar) both odd and even values 
contribute. Multiplying both sides of (10-5) by (w^) 
where * indicates complex conjugate and inte­
grating over IÜ1 and W2
»
/dü)jdü)2g(ri2/Wi/U2)Y^*(üjj)Y^^^‘^2^=4TT
/dwiY^^ (wi)Y^*(wi)/dw2Y^^ (02) ((Ü2)





gdil2m,ri2) = /dwidw2Y^i(w2)g(ri2,wi,w2) (10-7)
Dividing both sides of (10-7) by/dui dw2 g(ri2“i‘^2)
mf
E g d i l  2m,ri2) , ;awidw2Yi^(milYi2(w2)g(ri2,wi,W2)
/du)idü)2g(ri2fWl/U2) 4ir fdwidw2g(ri2Wi W2)
(10-8)
where m^ = -mj 
and
Y^(w) = Y^ (e,(j>) (10-9)
We can write the formula for g(ri2,wi,w2) with the same form 
of expansion coefficient so we have equation (10-7) in terms 
of
_ m
g(ri2WiW2) = 4ir g d i l 2m,ri2) “^2) (10-10)
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The average of a property X(ri2/Wi,w2) a spherical shell 
of radius between r %2 and ri2+dri2 is defined by
/dojidü)2X(r22f w2 ^(1)2 )9 (1^22 f Ü)2 f (I)2)
<X(r22fW2W2)>g^g2i ” -------------------------    (10-11)
/doj2 dw2 9 (1^ 12 ^ ^ 1 /^2)
Further, from (10-7) we have
^000^^12) “ TÏttT /dw2dw2 9(^22,W2,W2)
Combine (10-10) and (10-11) to 9ive
mf . m*
Y (lil2m r 2z) = 4ir 9qqq(^12) (“i)^!^ (“2) > shell (10-12)
Note this 9q q q (r) is the same (r) expression for all
g(l2,l2mr22) having I 2 and I2 even up to {12,12/m} = {4,4,4}
and the additional terms with &  ^and even, m = o to {l2l2in=
{800} are tabulated in Appendix P of Reference 1.
We had used the data of g _(r) from Verlet where rio000  ^^
goes from 0.7 up to 3.2.(We found the g^^^ for higher r 22 
by extrapolation.)
Calculation of g^F
As mentioned before, to calculate the expansion coef­
ficients of the F in the body fixed coordinate, we used 
Simpson's rule to solve multiple integral. Since (j)^ = 0
mi m , »
E^(l2l2m,r22) = /d8 2/d82/d8iF(r22,W2,W2)Yi|(wirY%lW2; (10-13)
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Uj- (8i,*i), ü)2 -(82,0)
and F(ri2,wi,w2) = exp(-eu(ri2,wi,w2)) - 1 
The potential U has been discussed before. 3 = 1/kT where 
k is the Boltzmann constant. This evaluation has been carried 
out for two different conditions: T*= 1.277 and Q = 0.5;
T*= 1.294 and Q = 1. Q is the quadrupole moment discussed in 
the potential chapter.
The Y^ (ca) spherical harmonic functions have been calcu­
lated from 1 = 0 to 1 = 4 and in each calculation it has been 
fit in.
By finding the coefficients of (lil2miri2) and using 
the conversion from body to spaced fixed coordinates, we could 
find the (1 ^121,rj2) where | li~l2 and later we
were able to find 9°(ri2)*Eg(lil2lri2) for each ri2 from 0.7 
to 3.2 with dr = 0.04 when g^ is at reduced density of 0.85. 
Pages 55 to 67 show some results for E^.
After having reduced the g°Eg(lil2l,ri2) for reduced 
density of 0.85 and two different temperatures and quadrupole 
moments, we are able to calculate the E^(lil2l,ri2) and the space 
fixed spherical harmonic expansion coefficients of direct 
correlation function h(ri 2 ,0)2) . Simulation results
are given by Dr. Haile in his dissertation (7) for 1^ = 0 to 4,
I2 = 0 to 4 and m going from negative of 1^ or I2 up 1^ or I2 
depending on which one is smaller.
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Now since
g(lil2 m R 12) = h(lil2 m R 12) -1
By transferring the body fixed to space fixed coordinates, 
we were able to calculate all E ^ d i l 2l,ri2) from Ij = 0 to 4 
and I2 = 0 to 4 for r starting from 0.7 up to 3.2 with dr = 
0.025. The only difference here is the dr in both coeffi­
cients of (Iil2l,ri2) and E^(lil2l rj2) which we took care 
of by changing our dr from 0.04 to 0.025. In Table 1.2, some 




We can arrange the formula for Y and write
- 1) = I  1  E„(îiT2,T,Ri2)C(TiÎ2,î,mi,m2m) - 
' li mi ^
I2 m 2 
m
Y^|(wi)Y^\w2)Y^*(ni2)
Also for h (13), we had
mi m 3
h(13) = 2 2  E. (lil2l,Ri3)C(lil3l,mim3m)Y, (wi)Y\ (W2)'
ll ini *
I3 m 3 
1 m
Y^(»13) (11-2)
For g^F(23), we can write
g°F(23) = 2^ 2^ Eg(l3l2l',R32)C(l'3l2 ,m3m 2m') (n_3)
I3 m 3
I2 m 2 
1 ' m'
m 3 m 2 m' *
Y (W3)Y (W2)Y (032)
I3 I2 11
Now we substitute for g°f(23) and h(13) to get <h*(13)g°f(23)
40
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By definition of < and using the orthogonality
condition for both spherical harmonic functions and Clebsch 
Gordon coefficients, we have
m* m
Y l(wi)Y 3(w3)Y?(Bi3) Z Z E.dgl'zl' ,R32) 










I 3 ~ I2 1 '
Since
f m 3 ,
(ùJ3)Y*, ((Ü3) = %— Ô S (11-5)
I3 ^  ^  l^am'sma
The only non-zero term will be when 13=13 and m^= m 3 and the
average will be
<h*(13)g°f (23)>o)3= Z Z Z S E, d i l 3l,Ri2)*
xj mj J-2 m 2
13 m 3 
1 m
t 1 t
Ef (13121^12 JCdgl^l^m^m^m)Cd^ 1^1 m^m^ra) (11-6)
ml ml
Y?^(wi)Y?^0i3)Y ^(w2)Y"*(032) 
•^ 1 I2 1
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Furthermore, we also had for
|- = 1 +//dRi3dfii3<h*g°f>^ R h  
o ^
or by substitution for
<h*g°f>^ (Ü3
^yO^^ ^ ^  3^1 3*^ 0 1 3 Sin Bigd^is E E Z E
Ig 1% mg m
1 ' I3 m  m^
1 m
E ^ ( l i l 3 l , R i 3 ) C ( l i l 3 l m i m 3 m ) Y ^ f ( w i ) Y ^ 2 ( w 2 ) Y ^ ( n i 2 ) Y ^ ^ * ( n 3 2 )
I I  t I
C(l3l2l m3mgm ) (11-7)
From this equation one can have
Y f12^ — _____
/dwiY^^(wi) - 1) = E E Ey(Lil2l,Ri2)'
°  i a  — 2
1 m
—— —. 2^
C(LiÏ2Ï Mim2m)Y^2(^^)ym (Oi2)(_i) (11-8)
I2 1
ll = Ll 
mi = Ml
where Mi = -Mi.
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So one can substitute for the left hand side of (11-8) and 
integrate over dWg. The non-zero terms occur when
ll =
mi - Ml
/dRiaRigdGis Sin 813d* E Z E E B^CLilglfRig) *
1‘ 13 m 3 m 2




Again we can multiply equation (11-8) by ^^-(Wg) and integrate 
over d(ü2 to have
/do)2Y^*(ü)2) /dwi Y^l(ü)i) ( - - 1 )  = (11-10)
2 1 o
Y  I  Ey(LiL2l,Ri2)C(LiL2Î,MiM2m)Y^*(«12) (-1)^^
which gave us T2=L2 and m2=M2- Substituting in (11-7) we have on 
the R.H.S.
P /dRi 3R1 3 'Sin 0i3d(j)i3 E E E E E. (Li^ -3^ ./Ri 3)Y?(fii 3) •
A, m3 m' ^ ^
A m
ï^,*(nS2)Ef (I3L2I' ,R32)C(13L2A' ,m3M2M') (11-11)
where I2 = L2 
m 2 = M 2
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Again on the R.H.S. of equation (11-10) we have
(-l)^^l I EY(LiL2Î,Ri2)C(LiL2T,MiM2În)l>^*(0l2) (H-12)
When we multiply both sides of equation (11-12) by &nd
integrate over ^ 12' have
;dni2Y^(ni2)/dw2Y^^(w2);dwiY^| (wi) ( ^  -1) =
(-l)^lEy(LiL2L,Ri2)C(LiIi2L,MiM2M) (11-13)
where here again T  = L and m = M. And from equation (11-11) the 
R.H.S. gives
^/dRi 3Rj 3d0 1 sSin-O^ ^ d(j)^  ^ d0  ^2 ^ in
I I I I E. (Lil3l,Ri3)E.(l3L2l',R32) '
I 3 m 3 1 ' m' ^ ^
1 m
I
C(Lil3l,Mim3m)C(l3L 2l' ,m3M 2m ’) Y^(Oi 3) Y^^',(«32):
^ ( ^ 12) (11-14)
Finally, the result would be
(-1)^1e „(LiL2L,Ri2)C(LiL2L,MiM2M) =
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Z Z E 2 Ej^(Lil3l,Ri3)Ef (I2L 3I' ,R32) •
I 3 m 3 r  m'
1
C(Lil3l,Mim3m)C(l3L2l \m3M2m' )7^(013) '
1 ' ^
This is a 5 fold integral which must be computed by computer.
RHS = Z E.^(LiL2ÏRi2)C(LiL2ÏMiM2m)
1  ^
m
Ml — * _ _
(-1) ï_ (^12) = 2 Z Ey(LiL21 Ri2^C(L^LlM^M^m) •
1 m l
(-1)  ^(lit!) ^  ^ iM* P™(x= Cos 0)
("E+m)'! ® ^
^/dRi 3R 1 sde 1 3 Sin 8i3d#i3 Z Z E. (L1& 2&R13)'
I 3 m 3 ^
ll mi 
1 m
C(Lll3lMim3m) E^(I3L2I*R32)C(I3L2I m 3M 2m )
Y?(fii3)Y^'*(£232) (-1)^^
■ ^ 1
In the special case when
*:2 ' 7 ' *12 = 0 
®12 = 5  ' 9,2 = 0
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= - ( è ' "
where
p?(x) = (-1)” Sin a , %+m(x2_i,l
2^11
In the case when 
(♦‘2 = 0 
012 = 0
Y5(8i2,*l2) = Y^(0,0) = -^ 2 ')-- .1. 0
1 _ 1 { B-m) 1
for in 0
For *i2 ~ 0  m = 0 8^2 = 0
M
But Pq (x ) = 1,
Pi(x) = X
?2 (x) = j(3x2-1) = 1  as X  = 1 
P 3 (x) = -----
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So
RHS -V E-(lil2% R 1 2 I E„(lil2iniRi2)
RHS = 4ir Ey(LiL2Miri2) for *12 = 0 and 812 = 0, depending 
on which value of M was chosen.
CHAPTER XII
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
In the convolution chapter we saw a five fold integral 
is existing which takes lot of computer time. So we decided 
to use Fourier transformation in order to cut the time. 
Assume







B(12) = - 1 = p/d 3 h(13)g f (32)






I I I  E^(lll2l/k)Z C(lil2l,mim2m)Y^(0. (j), )Y t (wi)Y\(w2)
I1I2I mi 1 k Jc I2 J-2
Ey(lil2l,k) = i^(4ir)/dr r ^ ( k r ) E ^ d i I 2I/r) (12-3)
where J^(kr) is the spherical Bessel function and B(k) is the 




M in2 1^ 2 yjtic -
ZEyC ^  {UEj^(ri'l^l'k)C(lil^l>i,m>')
Yn^(wi)Y*2(w2)Y**(ZEf(lï Ig l",k)C(l'i 1^ l",k,mï m'g m)
1Î 1& 1' ^
I II
" * m" m% = m 1
Y^2 (W3)Y^2 (W2)Y^„ )} implies




i k ' R i s  - i k R 3 2
/dRi3dRi2 h(13)g°f(32) 1 1
ik*Ri3 -ik'Rsz
/dRi3h(13) 1 /dR32g f(32) 1
mi m2 *
ZE^(lll^l,k)C(l'il^lVmim2m)Y  ^(wi)Y ,(ü)3)Y^ (8%^%)
li I2 1
ZEfd'i I2 l",k)C(l'i I2 l2 .mï m 2 m") •
mi m2 m*
Ï , (W3)% „
ll I2
‘Z'Z'T = I .'I = x ) ^ ( ^ )2£Pa U tZ
ÏI“zX‘) ^(p) ^ %(%+T ~
*0 = YJT 0 ^ yA usq^'o = ^9 qai '(^ '}>^ 0)^ A %oo% eM ji
{ ^^A^(T-)(ZY lA-tA'Zx uIu)o
zy
.(x'%x tiT'ir')^ a2 rfr-j-Tur u0 3(%fxtu uiy^a ^ ^
 ^Î Y ^
= ^A(y <v rt'i u w)o(%'x u ui)^a'’2^* Y
uoqq.
(X-) =
3(\_ 2(\ 2 (\
90UTS
(\ = Z(\,_ U = %U 2
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2 Ey(m n l,k)C(m n l,y v o) (—^ — ) = 4ir Ey(m n p k) 
where E^(mn;:k) is in body-fixed coordinates.
4it E„(m n ]i k) = ~  2 E. (m ni y k) * i 4ir m n
{E^Cnjnyk)* (-1)^} (4tt)2 
or
Ey(m n V k) = p2 E^(m nj y k)E^* (n2n v k) (-1)
so
Ey(l lVik)= p2„ Ê^(l l" mk(-l)™ E^(l" I'mk)
where
Ef(m n l,k) = i'*'(4îr)7dr r^ J, (kr)E^(m n l,r)1,. _2
E*(m n l,k) = (-1)^ i^<4n) 7dr r^ J^(kr)E|(m n l,r) 
and
Ej(m n l,k) = (-1)1 E^(m n l,k)
CHAPTER XIII 
COMPARISON
In order to compare our results with previous work, 
we chose Dr. Haile's (18) since we have Ey(lil2in r) and Dr. 
Haile's data are Eg(lil2m r) , so we transferred our data as 
follows.
Since




)------1 = 4ir ZE Ey(l I'm r) (ui ) Y ^ U 2 ) (12-2)
and
— “3u 8u
g(12) = g°(ri2)(4ir ZZ E^(l I'm r)Y^(wi)Y? (w2)e ^ + gO(ri2>®
• ^ 1
Expanding in spherical harmonic, we have
g(12) = g°(rj2) (4ttZZE„(1 I'm r)YV)(4TrZZE (L l'm r)Y^Y^)
Y 1 li L
+ g° T "
Expand the left hand side 
4nZZEI (AX'wr)Y^Y^, = L.H.S.y A A




El (A A' k r) = g°Cr) (4ti)E E E E E (L l 'm  r) •
9 L M 1 m *
Ey(l I'm r) /dcüi/dü)2 Y^(wi)Y^^(w2)Y^(wi)Y^^(w2)
L 1
Y^*(wi) Y^*(Wg)+ g°E (A A^ k r)
Eg(A A' k r) = g°(r): ^ ^ ^ E^ (L L' M A)Ey(l l'm r) •
L ’ 1'
C(L lA , M,m,k)-
C(L 1 A,o o o )C(l '1'a ',M'm'k)C(L'l'a ',o o o)
+ g° (r) E^ (A A 'k r)
Here e (1 l'm r) = E^(l l'm r) 
y r
if 1 l'm ^ o o o 
and if 1 l'm = o o o 
E g (ooor)= E^(ooor)-l.
In the coming pages we show our results for Eg(&^ m r) , 
Ey(&^ m r) and Eg(&^ ^ r) at different temperatures and
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In this research we were looking at the first order 
perturbation. We looked at two cases of liquid states, one 
at weak quadrupole moment and the other at high. For low Q 
we got reasonable results. For high Q the first order 
perturbation appears to be inadequate.
We looked at Eg 220 and Eg 222 compared with simulation, 
The comparison in each case was fairly good, Eg 221 did not 
come as close; our results show more magnification than the 
simulation does.
Our theory can predict the SPH coefficients, at least 
qualitatively. The Lennard-Jones reference was found to be 
good for a low Q (Q _< .5) polar fluid, for high quadrupole 
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